Termination by UNV

Terminate your volunteer mid-contract

If you need to terminate your volunteer’s assignment early, let us and your organisation assist you.

There are several grounds on which you may terminate the volunteer’s contract early such as:

1. **You have found the volunteer to be unsuitable** for the UNV assignment in light of new information or undisclosed facts.

2. A **disciplinary review** has recommended summarily dismissal or early separation for acts of misconduct.

3. **The project or operation** that your volunteer was assigned to ends early.

4. **You have documented evidence that the volunteer’s work is unsatisfactory**, or they are underperforming.

5. **We need to take action in the interest of the organization** due to external circumstances not caused by the volunteer.

6. **You have failed to find a suitable new volunteer opportunity** up to two months from security evacuation.

7. **To relieve long term injured or sick volunteers** from working.

8. **Other reasons for termination**, provided the volunteer agrees to end the contract.

    Contact our Regional Office and email ‘support@unv.org’ to find the right solution.